
 

 
 

Tuesday, 11 January 2011 

Hold Me  

I think you will agree with me when I say the worst part of any trip is the packing, and makeup is 
no exception. So when I was given the chance to review a new makeup bag that promises to 
make the whole process a little easier I was very happy to try it out! 
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The design of the Hold Me case is fantastic as it incorporates features of a toiletries organiser, 
makeup bag and brush roll all in one. The exterior of the bag is made of a tough, black, suede-
like fabric, which looks stylish and classic against the white stitching. I also like the fact that 
there are no tricky clasps, velcro or flimsy magnetic closures, but a simple self-tie, which means 
the bag can expand to fit more, or be tied tighter to take up minimal luggage space. 
 

 
 

This is the Miss Suki bag, which features a fun, colourful cartoon design. The fabric is easy to 
clean as it is over-laid with plastic, so high altitude explosions of foundation can be quickly 
wiped away without fear of damaging the bag ;). I used this bag on my recent ski trip, and it 
worked perfectly as everything was in one place, on display and easily accessible. It also saves 
time unpacking once you have reached your destination and doesn't take up counter space. For 
once the bf had no right to complain about me monopolising the bathroom with all my little 
'potions' ;). 
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So what did I bring with me? Below is my fail safe travel kit: 

 NARS Sheer Glow Foundation 
  Bobbi Brown Corrector  
 NARS Laguna Bronzer 
 ELF Pink Mineral Blush 
 MAC Mineralize Skinfinish Natural 
 NARS Madrague Eyeshadow Duo (for brows) 
 L'Oreal Carbon Gloss liner 
 ELF All Over Colour Stick in Persimmon 
 L'ancome Hypnose Mascara 
 Clear Mascara  
 MAC Dazzleglass 
 YSL Tuxedo Lipstick 
 MAC Smokey Eyes palette 
 ELF Quad - MAC e/s vapour, wedge, scene and knight devine 
 Made from Earth Vanilla Lipbalm 
 MAC Cremecup lipstick 

 

http://filthygorgeousmakeup.blogspot.com/2011/01/hold-me.html 
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